Members Present: Alex Bitterman, Levi Bowers, Oliver C, Irene Evans, Chris Pence, Adela Schraff, Sophie McGlynn, Chris Hadad, Arthur Chang, Maurice Rippel, Matthew Novak, Arlene Casey, Frannie, Hannah Abrahams

A. [Recap Training Day (Snowball)]
   1. Dela: recaps, Dela and Sophie re-read the snowballs from training day
   2. Dela: What did we want to do differently?
   3. Chris H: We talked about leaving space, maybe not a full 10 seconds. Focusing on listening, not what you want to say.
   4. Dela: We talked a little bit about abstract editing. Anyone want to summarize?
   5. Chris P: We said all wording stuff would be done before.
   6. Irene: Spelling/word problem gets to council, do we leave it?
   7. Sophie: Let’s see how this works, try it for now and then re-evaluate. One other thing is if everyone does read the abstracts, not just skim it before council. That we we ensure that 16 people have looked at and unlikely to have sentences that don’t make sense.
   8. Irene: But we can’t change anything so...
   9. Dela: Me and Arthur will go through the comments, and before the meeting address them. Anything else about yesterday? Cool.

B. Committee Check-Ins
   1. Sophie reviews what committee updates are
   2. Community Education and OUtreach
      i. Chris: We tried some community things, tried to get some people for our post-plenary discussion. We’re working on advertising for our next community forum.
      ii. Chris H: Bio, send us those. also going to try and make a video to put on the website
   3. Social Issues and Awareness
      i. Maurice: Emailed heads of affinity groups. Hoping to start dialogue about race and honor code. Also working with LMA to bring up issue about yik-yak and social media.
   4. Community OUtreach:
      i. Frannie: Emailing department heads to say willing to come in to lead sessions
   5. Abstract Editing
      i. Dela: We’re editing abstracts.
   6. Sophie: Talked to Leah about a lot of Honor Council people and few community people. Encourage people not on council to share their thoughts and be facilitators. Go to an event that you’re not leading, that.